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Abstract
There is a general failure of reductionist and mechanistic approaches to rejuvenation biomedical technologies which aim
at providing treatments against aging (defined as “time-dependent dysfunction”). Importantly, it is becoming increasingly
recognised that genomic research findings in animals may not adequately be translated into effective human anti-aging
therapies. There exist translational impediments, which although individually formidable, can theoretically be overcome.
However, the combined effects of these obstacles render this reductionist avenue of quest unattainable, at least for
the foreseeable future. Some of the clinical problems of physical and genomic-based therapies against aging include
side effects, interactions, inter-subject variability, compliance, patient self-reporting of data, motivation, administrative
issues, infrastructure, etc. A systematic review spanning over the past 5 years, describes these problems and identifies
novel approaches. New and emerging disciplines and concepts such as molecular pathological epidemiology, social
genomics and other “systems-thinking” methods provide a more comprehensive view of the entire subject of aging, and
study its indivisible bonds with the environment, society and culture. The so-called “fountain of youth” cannot be found
in a physical item.

Keywords: Reductionism, rejuvenation biotechnologies, genomic research, translation, systems-thinking, molecular
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INTRODUCTION
Research into the aging process has flourished over the past several decades, and has provided a generally
informative glimpse into the intricacies of aging mechanisms[1,2]. Reductionist approaches (i.e., analyzing
the mechanisms of aging in terms of its simple constituents) have assisted in this respect, by providing
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a framework explaining certain basic biological mechanisms. In a reductionist model, we consider a
complex issue such as aging, and then choose to study in detail a central, albeit limited component[3].
Unfortunately, this has also encouraged others to develop a more widespread reductionist thinking in
terms of therapeutic approaches, and examples abound in the popular literature (see, for example: https://
www.calicolabs.com, and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategies_for_Engineered_Negligible_Senescence).
Reductionism works up to a point, but then a more comprehensive “systems thinking” has to be developed
with regards to treating aging[4,5]. This explores the complex relationships between the parts of a dynamic
system in relation to the whole, and the interdependency of such structures of dynamic systems[6]. Despite
a large number of reports that a drug, nutrient, procedure, compound or other, prolongs healthy lifespan
in laboratory animals, human beneficial mirroring effects have yet to be realized[7-17]. In part, this is due to
the reductionist method employed by the vast majority of researchers which does not take into account the
unique characteristics of humans. This review paper concentrates on evidences pointing at the difficulties
that may be encountered during such reductionism-based rejuvenation approaches. Here, rejuvenation
essentially means “the reversal of the biological process of aging”. The paper also concentrates on the
specific cases of genetic therapies and presents evidences about the difficulties that may be encountered
in developing effective medical rejuvenation therapies and in translating laboratory genomic research into
everyday clinical practice.
The review is based on systematic literature search of the databases of PubMed, Embase, Google Scholar,
Medline and Cochrane, concentrating mainly on papers published in the last 5 years. Papers presenting a
“systems thinking” approach are considered, and the main concepts are included, strengthening the general
thrust of this review. Papers presenting researches based on reductionism are also included, in order to
highlight the contrast between the current approach and a more complex-oriented thinking. The purpose is
to concentrate on emerging thinking pointing at a more systematic consideration of aging, instead of merely
repeating well-known reductionist and mechanistic themes.

DISCUSSION
In the world of scientific research aiming to provide treatments for age-related disorders, it is becoming
increasingly relevant to think along the mantra of our times: “To provide the right care to the right
patient at the right time”. Nevertheless, some researchers and academics[18] study the scope of disruptive
biotechnologies and other reductionist models, hoping that this approach may help repair specific agerelated damage, reduce the impact of degeneration and thus increase healthy lifespan. The translational
problems, however, remain formidable[19-22]. The difficulties in translating laboratory anti-aging research into
clinical practice are very easily appreciated by a simple test. A PubMed online search (18 May 2018) of the
term “rejuvenation biotechnologies in aging” shows 99 papers discussing theoretical or laboratory aspects
of rejuvenation biotechnologies. Instead, a search of “clinical applications of rejuvenation biotechnologies
in aging”, reveals just one relevant paper[23]. Henney[22] states: “Putting it bluntly, how can such reductionist
approaches possibly help us predict and test, let alone understand how a new medicine will work, when given
to a patient in the target treatment group, which, in the case of the major illnesses that are being targeted
by personalization strategies, is likely to be over 65, with a number of co-morbidities and already taking a
number of other medications? So is it really that surprising to encounter failures in efficacy in the clinic? In
our understandable enthusiasm to follow the path laid by the genome revolution, generating an evermore
intricate map of human disease at the molecular level, we appear to have forgotten, or at least relegated the
importance of an understanding of the physiological context”.
Instead of considering general approaches, it is imperative to focus on concepts derived from an emerging
branch of medicine, namely precision medicine (PM)[24]. In PM, healthcare in general, and therapies in
particular, are customized to the needs of individual patients and can be based on the patient’s specific genetic
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profile. This may render more effective therapies with fewer side effects. PM may also include the creation
of unique combinations of treatments that may benefit specific patients. Based on this model of medicine,
we immediately encounter a problematic contrast with current rejuvenation research. Such research aims
to discover therapies that may be effective in anti-aging, as well as therapies that will be common to all,
ignoring the fact that the aging patient is a unique individual with unique genetic profile and environment.
Instead, a PM-centered approach is needed here[22,25]. This approach must be based on concepts developed
in systems biology (the computational and mathematical modeling of complex biological systems and
interactions) which sees the human body in a more holistic manner, in contrast to the current reductionist
model. In addition, it is possible to gain insights from social genomics, i.e., how our genome is affected by
external social factors[26]. The influence of these external factors on our biology are paramount. For instance,
the combined effects of lifestyle elements, living environment, and personal habits are magnified when we
also consider the additional influence of the genome, biological processes, clinical condition, medical history,
existing diseases and medication of the target patient. The ideal goal of precision medicine is to find effective
ways to prevent the development of an illness, and also provide solutions that can be helpful in the treatment
of existing conditions.
It is necessary to clarify here that this paper refers to discrete physical therapies or interventions which may,
perhaps, originate from genomic research, and follow a basic principle: the therapy is given by a “therapist”
(such as a physician) to a “patient”, in order to effect a cure of aging. Examples include not only rejuvenation
biotechnologies in general, but also anti-senescence drugs (senolytics)[27,28] such as quercetin, dasatinib,
navitoclax[29], drugs or compounds such as sirtuin modulators[30], rapamycin[31], lifespan-extending herbs[32],
metformin[33], telomere and telomerase modulators[34]. A common characteristic of these is that there is a
clear separation between an outside agent (a physician, surgeon, healer, nutritionist) and the patient (healthy
or unhealthy young or older people).
Some translational problems associated with such biomedical technologies[35] include practical issues
with harvesting autologous stem cells or genetic material, transplantation surgery (of such material),
immunosuppression, infrastructure of delivery, unknown and unpredictable side effects, reluctance to accept
these technologies as a treatment, inadequate integration and assimilation of genes, unknown variables
relating to genetic cross-talk and over-expression, clinical polypharmacy, drug interactions and noncompliance[36].
The consideration of each of these issues separately, leads to significant translational problems. However, if
we also consider that these therapies must be deployed in combination in order to effect a lasting clinical
benefit, it may be concluded that additional emergent problems will be manifest, and these may negate any
practical clinical applications[37]. This kind of approach involving a physical therapy, an item, an intervention
that exists materially and can be given physically by a separate observer (physician, healer) to the detached
patient is inherently reductionist and naïve[38]. This methodology has hitherto been inadequate with regards
to substantially reducing the impact of aging in human subjects[20,21,39].

ONE EXAMPLE: NON-ADHERENCE
A typical and easy to appreciate example of where genomics fail to be adequately translated into a
clinical benefit, is the issue of non-adherence to medication[40]. Perhaps, a better term would be “badadherence” meaning that the patient may indeed take the medication, but take it erratically, irregularly
and inappropriately, something that will be reflected in the increased likelihood of side-effects. In this
respect, there are several reasons why an effective laboratory genomic discovery may not be translated as an
effective clinical therapy. Reasons include cognitive impairment and depression[41], asymptomatic disease[42],
side effects of the medication, which in the case of aging are likely to be several because a wide range of
therapeutic interventions will have to be deployed[43], complexity of the therapeutic approach[44,45] and even
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administrative issues (including inadequate follow-up or discharge planning, poor relationship between
patient and provider, missed appointments, lack of health insurance, and cost)[46]. Each of these reasons in
isolation, may not be sufficiently considered as a significant obstacle. However, these must be considered as
a whole, because in real life many such issues may affect any one specific patient. Therefore, these problems
significantly reduce the likelihood that a putative anti-aging therapy can be used appropriately by any target
patient, even in the case of a putative therapy based on genomic research.

SOCIAL GENOMICS
If we reject reductionism as a model against aging, where does this leave us? In this case, a more complexoriented thinking may provide some direction for future research. We know that social factors and cultural
events affect the activity of our genes[47]. These interactions are studied by the emerging science of social
genomics which tries to clarify the effect of socially-originating challenges, information or stimuli that
may have on our biology (for example, increased expression of hundreds of gene transcripts). Cole[48] states
that: “Systems-level capabilities emerge from groups of individual, socially sensitive genomes… and …
transcriptional biofeedback (that) empirically optimizes individual well-being in the context of the unique
genetic, geographic, historical, developmental, and social contexts… Studies of human social genomics are
now clarifying which specific types of human genes are subject to social regulation and mapping the social
signal transduction pathways that mediate these effects. The results of these analyses are shedding new light
on the molecular basis for social influences on individual heath, the genomic basis for human thriving, and
the metagenomic capabilities that emerge from networked communities of socially sensitive genomes”.
In addition, a more relevant and complex view of aging can be developed when we consider the concept
of gene-culture coevolution, a concept which is associated with the general concept of social genomics[49].
The gene-culture coevolution concept explains the changing interactions between genetic evolution and
cultural evolution. This is also sometimes known as dual inheritance theory[50]. An extension of this concept
describes the effects from our increasingly technological culture upon our own biology[51], and at the same
time, it describes how humanity can influence the further evolution of the environment itself[52]. In this way
it may be possible to appreciate the complex and mutually influencing interactions of each patient with the
environment, and begin to form a view which is at odds with the simplistic reductionist view that “one drug
fits all” paradigm[53].
Furthermore, the science of social genomics and that of molecular pathological epidemiology described
below explain many of the difficulties encountered in translating genomic research into clinical therapies.
Therefore, we identify that the general reliance on the model which sees no connection between the
physicians and the patients, is changing into a model deeming the physician, the patient and their
environment to be interactive.

MOLECULAR PATHOLOGICAL EPIDEMIOLOGY
Molecular pathological epidemiology (MPE) is an emerging discipline developed, on the whole, by Harvardbased epidemiologist Ogino et al.[54]. It combines epidemiology and pathology in order to study more
closely the heterogeneity and aetiology of disease, including age-related disease. The approach focuses on
studies simultaneously at a microscopic (molecular, genomic, cellular), and macroscopic (organismal and
population) level. MPE helps to develop a more inclusive view of the diverse processes that underlie disease
progression. It is important to emphasise that concepts derived from MPE assist in a better appreciation
of the influence of the environment upon genetic factors. This influence may underlie several inherently
heterogeneous interacting pathological processes which may lead to disease. This makes it very difficult, if
not impossible, to adequately predict, or even study, these multiple processes which can cause significant
variations of diseases even in similar patients.
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Here, concepts like precision medicine (which considers the variability of individual genetic profiles in
relation to the environment and lifestyle), as already mentioned, and the “unique disease principle”[55]
become relevant. Essentially these affirm that each individual patient exhibit unique disease profiles based on
an interaction of genetic, epigenetic and other factors such as cell interactions, nutrition, lifestyle, microbial
exposure, social and racial elements, age differences etc. It is therefore essential, if we want the therapy to be
successful, to develop tailor-made interventions for each patient, and not rely on generic treatments. This
may prove to be an impossible task.

TRANSLATION
Traditionally, with regards to the translation of laboratory research into clinical treatments, there has been
excessive reliance on a simplistic model examining the issues relating to “bench to bedside” principle.
However, taking a more “systems thinking” approach, reveals that there are other translational aspects which
we need to take into account. For instance, there are six translational stages of an overlapping continuum that
must be considered[56]:
T0 - Identification of opportunities, genomic discoveries, biomarkers and basic research;
T1 - The classic “bench to bedside” model, which bridges basic research in the laboratory to possible health
applications. Here, laboratory evidence is transferred into the development of new procedures for therapy or
prevention, and proceeds to human testing;
T2 - The evaluation of clinical usefulness of genomic or other therapeutic applications (i.e., if the particular
product or application performs better than existing therapies in everyday clinical situations);
T3 - The wider integration of genomics or other applications into routine, community based practice (i.e.,
for the public at large, through delivery and dissemination practices), with the purpose of ensuring that the
intervention or application reaches populations whose health can benefit;
T4 - The overall health impact of the particular application at a population level (if the use of the application
has indeed resulted in any appreciable health benefit);
T5 - In the case of aging, which is a continual process, we may also consider a T5-stage, whereby the
continual effectiveness of the application at a population level remains consistently beneficial even after the
passage of long periods of time.
For example, it has been suggested that less than 2% of genomics research funded by the National Cancer
Institute and less than 0.5% of published cancer genomics research is beyond stage T1[56]. This is also the case
with rejuvenation biotechnologies and anti-aging medicines which have not yet passed stage T1. Basically, it
is not a matter of making a discovery, or devising a treatment/therapy or application, but it is also a matter
of that application making a clear health impact at a population level. All of the above stages need to be
addressed, otherwise the promise of an effective treatment remains unfulfilled.
This is not to say that the obstacles mentioned here are insurmountable by themselves, however the totality
of these make the effectiveness of any putative antiaging/rejuvenation intervention, less promising and
certainly less imminent.
Treating both the diseases of ageing and age-related degeneration (age-related damage at a preclinical,
preventive stage) is not merely subject to biomedical interventions aiming at “fixing” genetic and cellular
damage, but also depends on behavioural ones, as well as others such as cognitive factors, psychological
elements and environmental influences. In order to improve health outcomes all of these factors need to
be taken into account[57]. Factors which are specific to the individual may make a huge difference between
significant therapeutic benefit and little or no benefit[58].
The rise of personalised medicine, in association with elements from MPE described above, is useful, but
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in order to provide positive results this needs to be incorporated into practice, whereas, currently, most
efforts are centred round directly translating animal research into human treatments, and have failed[59].
Professionals in social sciences and behavioural medicine need to be working along biomedical technicians[60]
and this is something that is not happening at present, with regards to aging.
An issue worthy of consideration, is the situation whereby a patient may just decline to undergo genetic
testing in order to establish genomic status via genomic sequencing technologies. It was found that the
decline rate for undergoing such studies may range from 12% to 64%[61]. This depended on age and type of
disease as well as on administrative logistics (i.e., how easy was for someone to access a clinic and enroll,
privacy issues), and psychological barriers. Therefore, even if a genetic therapy was made available in
principle, this does not mean that the patient will necessarily agree to receive it.
Another possible obstacle to the deliverability of genetic testing and genetic therapy is ethical considerations.
Wolf et al.[62] have identified 15 different ethical areas that needed to be considered before a genetic therapy
can be applied. These range from ethics of human subjects research and the ethics of biobanks and data
archives, ethics of human subjects research, the ethics of professional clinical care, and ethics relating to
organization, public health, outcome assessments and disparities among others. Therefore, this adds another
layer of obstacles needed to be overcome before a genetic therapy against age-related damage can be applied
to the public at large.

CONCLUSION
This review has highlighted evidence pointing at a situation whereby any physical therapy against aging is
essentially not forthcoming. Such physical therapies may include medication, therapies based on genomics,
interventions (such as stem cell manipulation) and other rejuvenation biotechnologies. An inescapable
conclusion is that we need to re-think the bulk of our efforts which are based on mechanistic reductionism
(the “one-tablet-fits-all” paradigm) and, instead, escalate onto a more “systems thinking-oriented” approach.
Such an approach must take into account the environment and its influence on our genome, the inter-subject
variability of the public at large, and translational and ethical obstacles. We need to consider more carefully
new and emerging principles, such as that of precision medicine, and the unique disease principle, as well
as emerging disciplines such as social genomics and MPE. The scientific quest for eliminating the impact of
aging must continue, but not along the lines of the existing paradigm.
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